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The Hour Of Dreams (The Pace Series)
Synopsis

Sophie has survived her nineteenth birthday and another attempt on her life. But as the days pass, she realizes there are significant signs that her chances of reaching twenty are not in her favor. With Sophie’s resolve weakening, Wes is convinced that a different fate is locked in memories from a past lifetime. If only they can access them. But even if Wes can convince Sophie to trust in memories that could be nothing more than dreams, neither of them will be prepared for what comes next. As their vows are unexpectedly tested, they’ll be forced to utilize those memories and dreams in hopes of surpassing the ever-approaching final hour. In this intricate conclusion to The Pace Series, there’s only one assurance: Time is a gift, and Sophie and Wes don’t intend on wasting any of it.
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Customer Reviews

I have enjoyed this series from the beginning. It is not the best writing, but the plot is interesting even if the characters are a bit one dimensional. Still, I was unprepared for the unnecessary and inappropriate moralistic tone of the last book, The Hour of Dreams. I do not know why authors of YA fiction have started including teen pregnancy and anti-abortion messages, but they are ill considered and potentially dangerous (see the Twilight series). While teen pregnancy and whether or not to keep a fetus are certainly important issues, to see them treated so cavalierly and in such a one sided way is disappointing. If you’re not brave enough to write about all the options a woman has when she has an unplanned and unwanted pregnancy, leave it out of your story. In this case, it
brought nothing to the book except a preachy, uncomfortable tone that came across as weak and
ineffectual. There was no reason to include this side plot in the book, it brought nothing to the story,
and was frankly offensive. It destroyed my enjoyment of the entire series and I will definitely not be
reading anything else by Ms. Shorts.

This does have one big spoiler in it! So skip that part if you don't want to ruin the story :) I'm really
sad because this is the end of Sophie and Wes's love story, but this is a satisfying ending. I did
enjoy this story, but I didn't think it was as good as the previous novels in the series. There were
heart-stopping moments, and adorable moments, but at the end of the book, I was left feeling that
something was missing. I feel that all Ms. Shorts would have had to do is put in an epilogue of 10
years later or something to that effect. This would have tied everything together, and probably given
a more final feeling to this novel. I also felt that this novel was way too short. I do believe that this
was the shortest of the series, so that could have been a factor as well. I loved the story of Sophie
and Wes in the time of the Revolution. It was a great backstory to what was going on in the present,
and helped the novel flow. *SPOILER* However, once Wes was cured, and was human again, the
story kind of hit this stand still. *END SPOILER* Not much happened, and accompanied with the
end, there was no final feeling. That this was the last book, and the series was done. Nevertheless, I
loved all the moments between Sophie and Wes, and this is a series that I will reread over and over
again. I highly recommend this series to anyone who is looking for something different and new.

This series is so much fun! I couldn't put the book down or any of the other book in this series!

I liked the ending of the story, but I wasn't fond of all the flashback dreams. I wanted more of the
here and now story personally. The series was great and I would recommend it for all ya fans.

"I am a little sadden right now. Wes and Sophie’s journey is now over, but is complete and Shelena
finished their story beautifully. I loved finding out more about their past, things that they were not
even aware of. There was also a few surprises along the way that I did not see coming. Since the
beginning of the series Wes and Sophie’s timeless love has always encaptured me, brought tears to
my eyes, and it is just as enthralling in this final chapter. I absolutely loved and adored this series,
and now that I am thinking about it, I don’t have a reason to be sad. With the Pace series, I can
always jump right back into their world again, and see my Wes.
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